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ABSTRACT
The value of nuclear energy is analyzed for prevention of global warming and climate change by means of a

global energy model, which finds the cost minimum energy system over the time range of 2000 - 2100. Six
scenarios are examined in this analysis, considering two scenarios of economic growth rate, two scenarios of
electrification rate, and FBR introduction or not. The results indicate that progress of electricity generation is the
key to reduce the global CO2 emission, and the role of FBRs with its nuclear fuel cycle is very robust against
any economic conditions.
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1- INTRODUCTION
Climate change, caused by carbon dioxide (CO2) emission, is one of the most challenging global issues to

be faced in the 21st century. Large amount of energy will be demanded by the developing countries in the 21st
century, currently less developed with a large population. Reduction of CO2 emission coping with economic
growth and improvements in living standards is an essential issue among policy-makers. Although climate
change mitigation policies are often inclined to adopt short period measures, long-term views should be required
for sound development of global energy supply systems to reduce CO2 emission. Among various technological
options for reducing CO2 emissions from energy production, nuclear power is expected to play a key role if
accepted in the society.

In this paper, the value of electrification, especially power generating by nuclear energy, is analyzed by
means of a global energy model, which finds the cost minimum energy system under the constraint of CO2
emission over the time range of 2000 - 2100. The significance of Fast Breeder Reactors (FBRs), which make
possible much more effective use of uranium and generate huge amount of electricity without CO2 emission, is
also demonstrated from the global viewpoint.

2- STUDY APPROACH
2.1 Framework of Energy for Sustainable World Model (ES Model)'

The model, called Energy for Sustainable World (ES Model), is developed on the basis of the New Earth
21 Model (NE21 Model)2, and represents energy flows from nine primary energy resources to 12 final energy
demand sectors.

The model incorporates detailed description of energy conversion technologies that include electricity
generation, various liquefaction and gasification processes of hydrocarbon fuels. The option of CO2 recovery
and disposal is also included.

The world is divided into ten regions: North America, Western Europe, Japan, Oceania, Centrally Planned
Asia, Other Asia, Middle East and North Africa, Other Africa, Latin America, and Former Soviet Union.

For nuclear technologies, LWRs (Light Water Reactors) and FBRs are taken into account with nuclear
fuel cycle option, such as spent fuel storage, reprocessing, and fuel manufacturing, considering plutonium
balance. The assumption of the construction cost is 2,000$/kW for LWR and 3,000$/kW for FBR
respectively. The total uranium resource available in the world is estimated to be around 8.8 million tU (<
80$/kgU) and 3.6 million tU (< 105$/kgU) in this analysis.

In the model, constraint is considered for introduction of FBRs, because the utilization of FBRs and the
nuclear fuel cycle shall require the maturity of the society, which can be represented by GDP per capita.
Therefore the introduction of FBRs is limited to the countries where GDP per capita exceeds $20,000. On the
other hand, it is assumed that LWRs can be deployed in the countries where GDP per capita exceeds $2,000.

2.2 Six Scenarios considered in the study
Six scenarios are examined in this analysis, considering two scenarios of economic growth rate, two

scenarios of electrification rate, and FBR introduction or not.
In the first scenario of economic growth rate, the growth rate is set according to OECD/WEO till 2030,

and IS92a after 2030, which means that disparity in wealth is continued among the regions. While in the
other scenario, the annual growth rate of GDP per capita is set so as to exceed $30,000 in all of the regions in
2100, so disparity in wealth is assumed to disappear.



Table 1 Six scenarios

Scenarios

NUCDIV

NUCUTO

CONDIV

CONUTO

NOBDB

NOBUTO

Scenario Concept
Electricity generation progressed
Disparity in wealth continued
FBR deployed only developped
area
Electricity generation progressed
Disparity in wealth dicreased
FBR deployed all over the world
Electricity generation retarded
Disparity in wealth continued
FBR deployed only developped
area
Electricity generation retarded
Disparity in wealth dicreased FBR
deployed all over the world
Electricity generation progressed
Disparity in wealth continued
No FBR deployed
Electricity generation progressed
Disparity in wealth dicreased
No FBR deployed

GDP/person
OECD/WEO (~2020)
IS92a (2030~)

Ditto
30000$ (Developping
countries, in 2100)
OECD/WEO (~2020)
IS92a (2030~)

Ditto
30000$ (Developping
countries, in 2100)
OECD/WEO (~2020)
IS92a (2030~)

Ditto
30000$ (Developping
countries, in 2100)

Power Plant Scenario
LWR:
GDP > 2000$/person
FBR:
GDP > 20000$/oerson
Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

LWR:
GDP > 2000$/person
No FBR deployed
Ditto

CO2 Constraint

CO2 Tax($)
OECD Others

2000 0 0
2010 150 0
2050 300 100
2100 300 300

For the electrification rate, "High" and "Low" scenarios are assumed. In "High" scenario, the
electrification rate increases to nearly 75% in 2100. On the other hand, the rate remains to be the present
value during the period in "Low" scenario. In order to clarify the significance of FBRs, two scenarios are
considered without introduction of FBRs.

The concepts of six scenarios are summarized in Table 1.
Global demand of useful energy in each scenario is shown in Fig. 1. The technological development for

effective use of energy is not improved in CONDIV and CONUTO scenarios, which needs large amount of
useful energy. The energy demand of the latter reaches 35,000 MTOE/year in 2100. The progress is expected
on the technological development for effective use of energy, and growth of the energy demand is suppressed
in NUCDIV, NUCUTO, NOBDIV and NOBUTO scenarios.

3- RESULTS
Global primary energy mixes, global electricity generation mixes, CO2 emission rate, and atmospheric CO2

concentration of the cost minimum energy system are derived in the above six scenarios.
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Figure 1 Global demand of useful energy



3.1 Global primary energy mixes
Figures 2 - 7 show global primary energy mixes in the six scenarios, which are cost minimum energy

system over the time range of 2000 - 2100.
The rates of nuclear power generating in 2100 are 17% in NUCDIV, 50% in NUCUTO, 5% in CONDIV,

and 16% in CONUTO scenario. The values are very small in NOBDIV and NOBUTO scenarios, where coal,
oil and natural gas occupy most of the rate. Coal rate of primary energy supply exceeds 50% in NOBUTO
scenario.
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Figure 2 Global primary energy mixes in
NUCDIV scenario
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Figure 3 Global primary energy mixes in
NUCUTO scenario

Figure 4 Global primary energy mixes in
CONDIV scenario

Figure 5 Global primary energy mixes in
CONUTO scenario
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Figure 6 Global primary energy mixes in
NOBDIV scenario

Figure 7 Global primary energy mixes in
NOBUTO scenario



3.2 Global electricity generation mixes
Figure 8 presents electrification rate of secondary energy in each scenario. The rates consciously remain

at low values in CONDIV and CONUTO scenarios. In the othe scenarios, the electricity use is promoted and
the rates increase to more than 70%.

Figures 9 - 1 2 show the global electricity generation mixes in NUCDIV, NUCUTO, NOBDIV and
NOBUTO scenarios, where the electrification rate increases from the middle of the the 21st century.
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Figure 8 Electrification rate in each scenario

In NUCDIV scenario, FBRs are introduced only in developed regions till 2100, because disparity in
wealth is continued and the annual growth rate does not exceed $20,000 in the developing regions. On the
other hand, in NUCUTO scenario where disparity in wealth is decreased, not only the developed regions but
the developping regions deploy FBRs from the middle of the 21st century, according to increase in GDP per
capita. This causes the shift of electricity generation from coal toward FBRs. In 2100, More than half of the
global electricity generating is covered by FBRs in both scenarios.

In NOBUTO and NOBDIV scenarios, large amount of coal, oil, natural gas is used for electricity
generation in place of FBRs introduction. Especially the portion of coal is very large in NOBUTO scenario.

In all cases, the contribution of LWRs is not large, shown in the figure, because of restriction of uranium
resource available in the world. LWRs are essential to electricity generation without CO2 emission at present,
but the value of nuclear energy is diluted unless the nuclear fuel cycle is established to make use of plutonium
all over the world.
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Figure 9 Global electricity generation mixes in
NUCDIV
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Figure 10 Global electricity generation mixes
in NUCUTO
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Figure 11 Global electricity generation mixes in
NOBDIV
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Figure 12 Global electricity generation mixes
inNOBUTO

3.3 Atmospheric CO2 concentration
Figure 13 reveals the atmospheric CO2 concentration in each scenario. NUCDIV and NUCUTO

scenarios can stabilize CO2 by 2100, in which electrification rate is high and FBRs are introduced. On the
other hand, CONDIV and CONUTO scenarios, where electrification rate remains at low values, cannot
stabilize CO2 concentrations by 2100. In CONUTO scenario, the value exceeds 560 ppm in the middle of the
21st century, which is double the value in 1990.

In NOBDIV and NOBUTO scenarios, CO2 concentrations are less than the values in CONDIV and
CONUTO scenarios, but cannot be stabilized by 2100. The role of FBRs in reducing the global CO2
emission is very robust against any economic conditions.
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Figure 13 Atmospheric CO2 concentration



4- IMPLICATIONS
With regards to CO2 emissions, the results in above scenarios were compared with those described in Special

Report of Working Group of IPCC (IPCCOO)3. There are six scenario groups, which belong to four storylines as
follows,

Al storyline: A future world of very rapid economic growth, global population is assumed. Major
underlying themes are convergence among regions with a reduction in region differences in per
capita income. The storyline is divided into three scenarios, fossil intensive (A1FI), non-fossil
energy sources (AIT), and a balance across all sources (A1B).

A2 storyline: A very heterogeneous world is assumed. Economic development is regionally oriented and per
capita economic growth and technological change are fragmented and slower than in other
storylines.

Bl storyline: A world of very rapid economic growth, global population is assumed, as in the Al storyline,
but with rapid changes in economic structures toward a service and information economy.

B2 storyline: A world of local solutions to economic, social and environmental is assumed with continuously
increasing global population at a rate lower than A2.

Two conservative scenarios, such as CONUTO and CONDIV in our study, are located among A1F, A2, A1B,
and B2 from the viewpoint of CO2 emissions. Electricity generating rates consciously remain at low values in
CONDIV and CONUTO scenarios. Therefore, they are incomplete for the countermeasure to reduce CO2
emissions, just like A1B and B2 in IPCCOO. The tendency can be seen in NOBUTO and NOVDIV scenarios
more or less.

NUCUTO and NUCDIV scenarios show the same tendency as AIT and Bl in which the rapid change of
global energy systems are assumed. The rapid growth of electricity generating rates and deployment of FBRs all
over the world are assumed in NUCUTO and NUCDIV scenarios, while non-fossile energy technologies are
developped in AIT and economic structures are changed rapidly in Bl. It can be said that NUCUTO and
NUCDIV scenarios in the present study illustrate AIT and Bl storlylines in IPCCOO in the concrete with
electricity generating and FBRs, while the latter shows no specific technologies.

The study reveals that FBR technologies should be prepared for possible deployment around middle of the
21st century, because there are no promissing alternatives from the viewpoint of global climate change
mitigation at present. Therefore not only the development of technologies with safe, economic and non-
proliferation, but the scheme for peaceful and safe use of plutonium should be established all over the world.

5- CONCLUSION
The value of nuclear energy is analyzed for prevention of global warming and climate change by means of a

global energy model, which finds the cost minimum energy system over the time range of 2000 - 2100. Six
scenarios are examined, considering two scenarios of economic growth rate, two scenarios of electrification rate,
and FBR introduction or not. Major findings in this analysis are as follows:

(1) The scenarios in which electrification rate is large can stabilize CO2 concentrations by 2100. The
progress of clean electricity generation is the key to reduce the global CO2 emission.

(2) In all scenarios, the contribution of LWRs to reduction of CO2 emission is not large, although LWRs are
essential to electricity generation without CO2 emission at present.

(3) The scenarios in which no FBRs are deployed cannot stabilize CO2 concentrations by 2100. The role of
FBRs in reducing the global CO2 emission is very robust against range of alternative economic
scenarios.
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